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I. In planning economic development, the responsible
authorities normally do so with some specifics, objective or
objectives in mind, such as a certaiB minimum per capita
income, a certain level of employment, or a certain rate
of growth,    Though there ~might be little disagreement
about the objectives, difficult~ies arise in realising ’them
because of Certain constraints, the most obvious of which,
in the normal case, is the’ avaiiability of labour and.
capital resources.    Particuiar:i:yin a free enterprise
. , ¯ ,
economy, there are other, constrainis which may affect the
feasibility Of the objectives, such as the balance of.
paymentS, the investment behaViour of businessmen and.the
savings habits of firms and persons.
._         , . ,
2, .... Before committing Oneself to a plan,, therefore,
it is-natu~al to ask what..-.a.re the implications of attempting
toachieve a particular objec’ti+e?    For example j what are
;. .i -~-"
the impii.cati.ons of achievlng a bala’nce of pay.meats surplus
of So many mi’llion in 1965, or of achieving a particular
level[. of income in 19659: :This is not precisely t.he Same
as the question of how such a’surplus or level of income
mig’ht be attained: rather, by assuming the target to be~
achieved, it states 5 ~ impiication, the conditions
requ:ired for’its at hie+~ment, The conditions represent
the technical"implications""0f *he probection
, 
"and it, is
. :~ : ., " 7[; "i
upon them that the feasibilityof the specifically as.s. umed
0b!j.edtive can be judgedi ’ ’ ,..
3: ! ’ ....¯ ~::, i    In this’proj6ction the chosen target is a level
Of: i,nc."ome in:1965of ~77O"million, valued at current 196.0
marke!t ,.prifOes. ~ This represents a rate of growth of GNP
betweie~.;J1961 an!d 1965 inclusive of 3~ per annum, and an
overall’ increase of i6%over the 1960 level.    The object
of the projection is tO" derive the implications, as def.in.ed
above,¯ of assuming this level Of income to be achieved:,      . . :    .~
The projection: resolves itself ¯into "
.
(a) " Assumptions, about the propensity ~o consume
¯ . ..             .
~i:. , the growth of .Government expenditure, the
.propensity t6 import~,’:prodUctivity, the labour ....
force, capital/output requirements.
(b) Estimates,of the: l evet-:of consumption, govern-
ment expendi£ure and imports.
;(..c~) Imp’li.cations, for. the level of expoFts
, 
.and the
, lev.el of in.vestmen%,~
The ac:c~:r:ac.y:: of .th:e imDlic.ations depends..upon the
realism of the: ass,umptions a,D:d .,t:~e estimates which are
basgd ,upQn t,hem.    .If the ass.ump, tions are; "rea so,nable" in!
the light of past. ~conditions and probable trends in the
fut.dre.,..then, the .i:mp:.!ic..ations..;be.come conditions for the
the:’acHi’evement~.:;of the specific object, ive.     For example, . .~-
ac~ievement.:of..~a GNP of. ~770 .milli.Qn in 1965 may require
that. expor.ts double., over :this :period, and/or that gross
investment increases by 5~.?~ . : .....:~ : .....
~ .::~ "
~t } ., ..L.:.r
4.~     " ’ I tmus.t,.be;.emPha, sised~ that this-_..-Pr°,@ecti°n can
¯ ". !.in’~ no way b.e~¯described ..as .a. forecast- of what is likely to
’:,happen ’ih..fac:t. : In a,.fo~ec.a,st,, th:e.:rate of growth would
":": emerge-, asv:the,.an.sw.er:.. : Nor. is..i~t, a plan orip~ogramme .as
su’ch!,r’al’th, ough~..it:might b,e off:use in preparing a plan: in
prepa:rtn!g a .plan,-. it ..woul~d be: natural .to star.t off by
ana,l.ys,’in~..the causesr.and., limit a.tions ,,of ec.onomic growth in
’.Ireland,: i’nclu~ding t::h.e.~ av~la.b.i.lity of resources as a basis
for.::)tH..~ !.S t~d,y ,, , -a, nd &h~.n, .to .~b.~se¯.~the plan upon what the
"’:p~lanners t;h~:~k..’could.[be achi~,v, ed in. ,the light of all this
";i,informatio..~,,’ .i.nelud:ing;.tthe r.econciliation..of .all parts
:’~i’n the wh, dl’e. ~..:.! The :rate~.:.o:f.!gr~owth
’ 
which would emerge
from this would then be used for ,the.purposes of p~ojection.
There is no reason to believe, however, that 3, 5 and ~
have been other than..arbitra~il.y..selected      A projection
¯ -’ Such as this is: a useful and necessar~ .part:of an overall
: development plan; :butthe ’rate of growth upon which it is
based should be,:the ’result. ,of initial studies - studies~
’ :fOr-example~ Of" Ire:lan.d,ts p.robable .future foreign trade
pos,ition " Otherwise there is no basis, upon which to
judge"the, feasibility o.f the projegtion, in terms of its:
"implications"      Indeed,. as we shall see,i it is ver~
difficult to make a detailed reasonable projection at all
finder ’.such .:c~o:n.ditions, w.ithou~t making some very dubiou.s
and :arb.it.rar!y=..as.sump.t:~on.s:, . .. . ....
, ,. .....-.=-.,
Th,i:s difficulty emerges when
we .~come to co,si,d~e.r...,the met~b.o,d, hy ~,hich the projection is. .; ¯ - ,. ,;, , .~,.~" ~’..7 ....
~-~~.’.F-:,-.¯ .,. :
made. -=, :                          ¯i’.;~,~,.~.,       ,.~’, !:,.., ./,.! !.:;.:~.:. ..:.,’, ! ,-
5 Given, the rate Of gr0w’th, and therefore tJhe levels
of income, ..output and expenditure in 1965, how would this
, :,~ {. !
level of:expenditure be distributed amongst ’the major
categories of demand- consumption, investment eta? Since-
(1) .Y =.C + I + G + (X - M) ’
then
C + I + G + (X - M) = 770.
Now if we could confidently predict the value of some of:    "
these .Mar:iables in 1965 under this assumption - either by
taking them to be functions of Y or by some other means - ..
then the Eemaining variable or variables would be a
"res.idual" at a particular level necessary to achier4 the
postulated, level of income.     For example if we assume . ~ .i
consumption and government expenditure and imports to be; "--
functions,oof Y such that C = 520, G = 90, M"= 2001 then ,i.
and
C + G- M = 41C
X + I = 360
¯ .;~,,} /,.
~, : ’! ,,~.
"I i "~
i e to sustain a level of income o.f ~770 million,
exports ~p.lus gr’oss .in vestmen,~. ,would have to reach a total
of ~60~mil’li:on.    ..:I’.f ~w:e ruff.her predicted in some way
that d’6~mest±c investment.wo~Id be ~140 mil!ion in 1965,
: ."- .. , .      ..
then the "re:quired." level.~o~:,exports Wou!d be ~220 million.
In this case domestic expenditurewould be less than
output and net foreign investment of -~20 million would
occur.     If four,’of,the ffive.,.variables in equation (i)
are de,pendent~i.~, functions .of Y, and the fifth is an
¯ ~ndependent"variable, then it is clearly the latter which
.’          !    [
is of importance in determining the,level of income.    In
the simple closed Keynesian model it ~is investment which,
as the independent variable.,, determines the iev.e! of,
income: in an ’open ¯economy exp0rts also enter as an
addft’ionalindependent v, a riable. ~.
¯ . : ¯ ’" . ; }
...
-./’In Ireland’s case expor.ts,.and imports, as well
. . . .
as investment, are important factors in determining the
rate;’:bf growth:. .... Increases~in income~.due to. a rise in
internal ¯demand tend to~ be accompanied by a rising level
,
. , !, : !
-
.,,.
of imports so that unless th:er.e~is a commensurate increase
., ~ ~,.,,~,.; . ,~ !~-!:
in exports, the p.ressure on reserves results in a
- 4 -
restriction on the further expansion of demand and output..
If imports can be controlled by means of tariffs and quota,
.-                  . .    - ...... ,      . . .           ¯ .
then expansion could theoretica’iI~y continue~withgut the
nec.essit~ of rising exports aithough this pbssib~lity "
is limited due to the need of importing raw mhteri~ai§,
bug if Ireland joins the Common Market then the importance
of exports will be considerably increased.     First, control
over imports will disappear, and secondly it is likely
that imports will increase in even greater proportion as
incomes rise - if they do rise.     Thus in the proj.eation
".required exports" is the impor.tant independent variable.
Consumption and current government expe’ndi~u~e
are being taken as functions of the ievei"of income~~ ’ :
Theoretically by estimating a marginal propensity to he q!
import, importssh’6fii’d also be subject to the same::.~re:at-
ment, bug in practice the prediction or imports pr~:ei~s
rather serious, obstacles.     As mentioned above,     ~~:: "
¯ " "        in8 d’ s"Sn~trY,:;’ ’gradual reduction of tariffs, ssum Irelan
into the B,E.C., is likely to alter the ratio of imports
to GNP to an extent which defies accurate or even
approximate prediction.     In addition the ’hi:gh proportii0h
of raw materials in Ireland’s imports renders estimation
on aggrega:tliv"e" le~el ~ery~diff~ul;t-!n°t ~°;n&~"~the ..... {
pattern0f final demafidg:’but :the:srru~ctu;re";of ou~pu:ts’,’~ ~.
should be considere!d:’’’: FinalIy’,~’-ab0’u’t two"t~h’ir:ds of : " ,
~’ ~ since-.Ireland"S Capita$ goo’ds-are at-..pr~e:sen~t..impor’te, d;.
~Lnve’stment is an inde~e:ndent va#i,a;ble, ,’these imports .
cannot be treated :as’;’a fuhCti0:n ,:of, t~e leve.l ~of income. -
¯ ~ : ~’" "      -:-’-      ." ,.i ¯" : ¯ - .’~.
Uniess so~6~;attempt to es:~imate"the ~iikely ....
-~
le~el of"imports ’is:’made, however~- the projection would
i6se: any value whidh:{t Miy:~avei since:its:m°s~imR°~r~ant
functi0n is tO derive the~P4qu~red"’level o~:exports :~o.
sustain %he p0stul~ted level of’income, andto:;’mainta£n!
an acceptable balance of payments position.: .... The only--
solutionwhich seems possible’,:iis~:to "estimate~several
possible levels of imports .andapply each-in: turn to the
projection - resulting, of course, in several different
:(p0ssible)~’~nswers in terms~o~:"require~exp°rts’’
7.     .,~i , Pro’jections ba.sed: merely~:uPon natio.nal i:noome
and expen~i%u~re "aggregates¯~a~re of l~mited.-~a,lue :f~o:r :~
plann:ing:p~pose:s,"    A~ more::disag~8~eg~:~e.d mode&~ ’is’ ~
¯
- nrequired ~hi&h ’shows thepatt:e~rn:of,demand amo..gst’.:~/’: :.:.
different commodities,, the pattern of output amongst
different industrial segtors
, 
she level of employment,
, ;i-" .<    - ": ~ ¯
and a more accurate picture off the pastern and level of
xmvuv~ . : ....
The next step therefore is to introduce a
limited input-output projection whereby demand will be
- , ,: ¯. ~
disaggregated into various different sectors e.g. food,
~’[V...
consumer durables etc.     In the case of Ireland a 14
i
sector table would be suitable, the sectors being -
agriculture, food processing~ drink, tobacco, clothing,
chemicals, metals and machinery
, 
vehicles, other
manufacturing, construction, fuel and power, transport~
trade and services, and Government administration and
defense, the last being a "dummy" sector (i.e.no inter-
industry relations).     The assumptions of input-outpUt
relations are necessary in any case, whether an explicit
tabl0 b9 used or not.     Unfortunately the only Irish
input-output table extant is that for 1956; changes in
technical coefficients have obviously taken place, but
lack of information on this subject makes the intro-
duction of such changes ’difficult, though adjustments
of the coefficients tO a more recent year can be made;
this: may make for errors of considerab magnitude,
¯ . ’ . ¯ I. ¯ :"., ) ,’. ~: I ! :.11
This problem will be discussed later, -.
8.           A more fundamental difficulty, however, lies in
She very nature of this typeof pr6jection ......... :Inorder’’
to project the ~s~ructure Of~ the economy in ,Set:ms of
industrial outputs, .it is nece.ssar~ to dis, a,g~r~.gat.e final
.demands amongsti ;~he ~(..14) different sectQ~s~.:, Now since
consumption and government ’ex:P~nditure are es~t±~mates,
derived as funCtions ,0f in.come, i’S is possible to
¯ d~s,aggregate these respective :tot!a,ls with ,the help of ¯
demand ~studies and other.da~a: , inve.stment: and exports,
,on .the other hand, are not .estimates but "zesiduals" -
the,ir~ levels are: not functi:0n.s o.f: income buS. statgm~n.ts
of wha~i exports .and inves tmen:t must be.,tO sustain She
postulate:d.level of income      For example, the’ "required"
level of exports@might be ~300 million - since this is ....
not an estimate or forecast, there is no accurate way in
which this ~300 mill.ion can be di~i}ded up: amongst the
various~, exporting indDstries.    This in turn means ~e ....
cannot properly disaggregate total final demands, and by
_--6,~
thi~’~means calculate .required levels Of output’ in    ’¯
different sectors.. -If a country’s exports consisted,Of
"[ 2 : ~ ,,. ’1 J .,. ,’ ..... t
only one or two commodities, then ’0f course ’this problem
would not arise, or could be dealt with fairly    ,:.: ,....~;,.
satisfact.orily.,; but this is not the case in Ireland: or
~’f’ exp;orts, formed only a"small proportion of’ GNP and the
ofi~pfit .of.eac.h ,industry, then they could be"distr~ibUt!ed.,
amongst, di:f.@er:en~.sectors in a fairly arbitrary mann.or:i
since the :errors in the results would be very~ small.
Again,Lthis is n0t,the case in Ireland, where, exports..form
some 40% .of GNp,, and thus the way in which exports ~might
¯ bb;.,distri,buted amongst different commodities WoUld:-.. "~, ,
signific;antl:y., af.fect the results, in terms of levels of
~;empl.oyment, imports for furthe@production., e.t,c."’~~OU’t ut~,
’ " .... .T ¯ " ....... : :
Un’less,an:independent forecast for exports in 1965, "
happens,:to..ap~proximate to the "required" ¯level result’.ing
fromithe.,:p~ojec%ion, :it is hard to see how this diffi~uity
!can be ......... resolved~ in .a waY which wili make the. input’0ut:put
=:’:.:~, .... .:)~,:..A~isimil.ar .riticism can be made in the case: of
:i’~’V’estmen.t.,. al:though here the limited n’umber; 0f.’,prod,ucer-
good~ ;i’i’ n d u s,t.r ies :in, t he.., .t. a bl’e.: ( two.,’:p i:us ’d. on s t,r,u ,t~ o.. ,}.
suggests that the. dSfficulty here ’may ’not:"b~~ insoluble
on the output side,                                            ",~;
; :      -,.
: ", ......                 " ~. ,~ - . . . . ¯ -    , - .. ~ ".~.j ", : , ".:-
m
~
~
t
’:’9:’; Consumption ~ .
¯
’    " ";       " " " ¯ .’ T .t ~ . . , . "~ :. "?
, : ,    "/ . ,
:;..,:. : . ;: .,,.,    ho we can say that; :cl.on’sUmpt/io~n and.’~!ncome
,are .functionally reiat~e’d",:°the Varlet’y, ,,of ,th’eore2ti:qal ’
assumptions which can beuSed ~o ’,~exp!ain"::t~he;rela’tions~hip -
¯     ~ -
iv,. ,
"
some :,i:n’~ependent, Somemgtuai"y"excl~sive .,!:poses .~a, wilde
,,ragge of choice as to .the" exact ~orm of’the func~io’n. " The
¯. .     .’
. , ’. :    ¯ ,:) .,-
.’ ain interest in"esta~lishing a relati’onshi’p .is:to estimate
-,~he marginal propensi%Y to Consume. (MPC)-- t.he ::relation
.b,~.tween increases in~i’nc~::¥:ome and increases ±n,.bonsumption’.
,.:.~m theory, it is gehera~iy"hdld"that a;S income pler head
. i. ¯ )’. ....
.
¯ ris:es t¯he MPC falls~,: so"thit:~:if"G!NP Pise:sl)f,~st;er;"~¯ihart¯
" ........~"     ’    p~i n!pop~ulation, aggregate consum o falls pr:Oporti’On’at’e~l.y ;to
. ,- ,..
,..,, As Tabie"l""~ind~cates,"ho.we’ver:~i""th!s d,oes not
i[ ;1 ¯ :." ! ": ....
.~,appear to be the+.cas:e £n"~[eeignd,+ :~,her~@".over an:.:2eight-
{,.f
.i
¯ year’period¯consumption--flucZuated but. showed :~’no marked
¯ . ..
. ~’~. i,.’
~
trend downwards as a proportion of~ GNP,
Table I - GNP and consumption 1953-60
(1953i market prices).
(i) .    (2) (3) :,(4)
Per s o n a i ~;
GNP Rat~io Index ....
(~ mill) consumption
~
(£ mill) (2)/(1) GNP
1953 525.6 389.1 0.:740 100
¯ , ~ ~.~.: ,
1954 532.4 397.1 0~746 ..’101.3:
1955 541.9 416 . 5 O.’ 769 103 ,I
1956 533 . 7 404.0 O. 757 IO1~ 5
1957 540.5 396,9 O. 734 109, ~ 8
1958 :. 519.8 401.4 0~T72 98.9
19’59 543 . 4 407 . 7 O. 750 103 . 4’
:’1960 571.0 428 ’()’. 750 IO8:.6
[. .    :
A linear regression of consumption’0n GNP yiel~s the equation
C =-0.7 + 0.754x
(2) i e C = 0.~54x (x = GNP).
:
~ . ~
The parameter 0.754 is almost exactly equai! ’~
the average consumption/GNP ratio of col. (~), which
is 0.759..    Using these two figures as approximations,
the APC and the MPC are equal in Ireland’s case..    Attempts
tO calculate the MPC on a year to year basis proved
i
unsatisfactory:, either ¯from the’Driginal data or from 2-
and 3 - year moving average values., ;In a majority of
years, the change in consumption was greater than the change
in income - in the Oth-er years no,consistent relationship
could be discerned.
" :’~": : There are several p0ints/ .Whi"ch-~ should be mentioned
with respec ""°’"" ¯
.
t to t~i:s:~ ca],CulatiO,,-n.: ; Fi6r~on.e thing, G NP did
not change very mucih’ o~er ~h’e relativel~y~short period
under cons ider~’;tion, ~:n=d:’thereif ore it migh~ :be ,,expected the
. .~. ’~: .,~     .
APC" would remain fairl:y const, ant and that.nodisqevnible
trend.would be observed in the MPC- against this .howe~er
is the fact that pOpul.ation declined over the period, .so
that GNP per capita rose faster than GNP. , ~Tev~rthel.ess,
the significantly greater increase in GNP postulated for
1965 might have effects on the MPC not previously, evident.’
- 8 -
Another objection is against the use of GNP as
the~ in.d’ependent,,~vaPia,bl~e,~ -when,, dis,po.s~ible,, ~persona!~t&n~co~e0,.
appear to be t.hEe)~mo;re ~-~r.ele,va,nZ. y~,ria, b!d)i-~’tli-,,,Ay~.simila,r,would
calculation was therefore made for the linear regression
of consumption on disposable income, and yielded the
e q u at i o n .......................~: ..............................................t :’ : ,,%,.:. , ~L.  :’ , .  ,,,:
(3)     C = 50.4 + 0.808X    (X = disposable income)
; Once again the yea r,t:o~year movements in
consumption and~disposable i~c~"~e’~were erratic ,in relation
to one another, and the use of 9. and 3-year moving
averages did n0~t sensibly improve the situa’tion. .... :~
..... If di&p~sable income is accepted"&sJa mope :" "
valid’de~erminant:0f consumpti~ff:than GNP, ’then it shou~d’
be used fop the projection of"cofisumption,-/:-"?This, howeg~r,
is n’ot possible slnce we do nbt~now dispos’~!ble income’~i~’’
1965: ..... if we assume the same average relati~0tnship betwee"n:!
disposable income and GNP in 1965 then the ~same answer :
will be obtained by either method.    To do this would
invSive’the assumpti0fithat no change would ocC~r ~ff"%~e ):.
factors determining dispo:sable income :, namely undistributed
profits and di~b~it .taxation.:L../,This ass.~mptipn will be made
for the initial projection, but there are reasons why
changes may occur iD heath these factors in 1965~ and in this
case equation, (~-)~begomes relevant in assessing the
-
possible effects upon consumption.    Possible causes of
:, changes ~n undist~i~.ted pr.ofits and taxation are discussed
.... Using mn MPC of 0.754, therefore, estimated
!.consumption; in. 1965. is £580m. - but policy decisions
fi’gu " -by;~ businesses _~nd. Government .may well result in a       re
"" " "
- "’.".~. Y,’: ~;’’~ " :’’," -. .... ~-,., (,~):’:    7; -.,~,. ., ... ~ ~,..~
for consumption lower than this.
iO..~..~Gov.ernment current expenditure
Quite clearly, Government expenditure is not a
real .function o,f in,come in the same way as consumption.
Wi~hin,limit.s,~.a ,Go.vernment can decide upon a certain
...... .. ¯ "     " ,-~ ’: ~ " ~    ~::. ,-~ ;    , ’. T. L ~ ’7 i_-.’.: ’t.," ’: i ~’ ~u     ;!. i’. ~:~-~ :).    ~i ¯
level of :expenditUre and then set about raising the funds
to finance it.    A large ~proport~on of Government
expenditure i.s fixed £n real terms and although, Governme’fit,.....
activity .may rise as income rises it is less likely to fall
...... .-,~" ’ ".. L:,,~ -." .....
- ’..v! .~ : _ C~:<,.:t ".... /~, i’[ ~ ¯ ’~- .:i ""
~ignif.icantly as ,,a result of downward movements in the
..... ¯ ..,, ..... ~ ..... ¯ ..! ...... :, .., ~;    .( ,i~q .. ( ~, ,..
level of income.
In a deve-~;opment pl&n,"a rising Shar’e of
Government expenditur’e rel~ati~ve ’to other"f0rmS’ oT
expenditure might form th:e basis ’of~"%he pi~n,’’i’n":t=erms
.of current and cap±tal expenditures:. "Thus ’there is
no functional relationship .......between inc0m~:Cand!~GOv’ernment
expenditure, and no reason why’ the latter sh0iid be taken
f ¯
’f~
¯
.
as a fixed pr0portion"0f the" ormer. " ....
As a result of enquiries made ;,in co.nnecti0n
with the second Prog:ramme f"0r Economic :Expansi’on, h’owe;ver,
it was learned that th’e~’’ ilevel of ¯Government expenditure
was ’to remain prop0rti0’nately %h6 ’same in relat;iion to
GNP throug’hout the periodu:nder ’consideration~ fdr"
projection purpos’es~ and:"s0"this ha’s been done here.
. .                                        ., ,, ,.:: j    ~.’         ..         .,.
.; ’    ....[ ;                                    ¯                   ,                   .
in the years 1953’-60,::"t:fiQ: Share of current ....
Government" expendi’t’ure in GNP varied between 1’O.$L and .... ’ ’
10.9%, with a meano~L"i"O. TY::. ’ :AdOpting this fi~lre for
1965, then, yieids a totalof ~£82m’."fbr<that year.’" ’in -’
the projection, ’this figure of ~82m. can be ...r, ....regarded ~a~
’,given.,,
¯i
¯ "! ~ , ,., ", : ’ , i ,.
~’ : ’!’ , ..... ’: : i:" ~ ¯ "~ ],~
.! ~ .. :, ,.~11-. Imports " " ’
" Y ~ ~’~
~"~ ~’ " ::! <{ ’~"i . ) ’ ", ¯. ":’t.i"
...~:
¯ ’ I’ ¯ ’... / , J ~" {I .
Assuming a rise :of i4~o in GNP between 1961 ’:"’
:- U "l .".i.~ h,’ ~ . ’ ,.             ’ "
and 1965, what wouid be:~thelikely~tr~hd~bf imp6rt~? : "
I " ] .. : :< : ~ ¯ ~    ~ $¯
’ ~ ’ ’ "    : .... ~’: " ¯ ~    " ’ ~ [ .     ;’~:." L’ ~’-’ $ [
The xmportance of imports in"the      Irmsh ........ecohomy,~ .......
and thus their " " "¯ mportance in any"devei"6~ment p~ogramme,
may be illustrated by Table 9. below’.
.,*         f.:                                          : :I.C ~                 .-                         /::
Table 2 -Levels of and chang’es in GNP and
¯     ~ imports 1953-60. -1955 market prices
’ ,’ ’C, ,:
195.Z
195.4
1955
1’956
:...!957
1958
1959
1960
.(1)     (2)
i
GNP Impbr¢s
£ million
525.6.. 2,05.2 39.2
: .532.4 201.5 37.9
541.9 . 223.9’ :41..I-
533.7 196.7 36.4
5"40.5 " 186.6 " 34.4:
519.8 205 1 i,39%554 .4  2511 ::i 41:/ 
571.O 23’7.0 41.7
:.(s)     (4) . (5)
(2) as . Change..Cha, nge
"’    ~n
Of.’ (1):’ in GNP i~po,rts
million
12.9 22.7
6.8 . ’-:3.7:
.9..:5...,.2~.  4
-8.2 -27.2
’6 ~ 8 -iO. 1
-20 ."7 18 .
23,6’ 9.0,0
27,6 11.9
(6)    (7)
% ¯~ change
change     in
in GN,P imports
2.5
1:. -3
1.S
-1.5
1,3
- 3.8
4,5
12.4
-1.8
11.1
-19..1
-5.1
9.9
:9.8
5,i: ’ 5,3
,..,J.,.,,,,.!-:.!;- ..
S@urce: ¯National income and expenditure 1960.
--io -
The arithmetic mean ratio of imports to GNP
(col. (3)) is 38.9g for tfle:’pe’riod dnde~"revie:w; if
1956 and 1957 are excluded, dueto the:imp"ositio~ Of
Special Levies in 1956 tile"r~ti0 :rises to~:40.1%, and it
c~n be argued that th~s IS~the:mdre "realistic" figure,(I~)
Cole. (6) add. (7) show t]/e"’:; ’percefl~gge changes.:[n. GNP and
~.,.w --~4""o"~ for each year    again-__, " ’                   "          ’if i956 and"~1957 are:  .,
excluded, a fairly cle&r’pidture emerges.    ’In 4 of the
6 years, changes in ~-"-:_~ ~:..:.3 a¢- " .....L,d by a more than
proportionate change in the "Zevel Of imports - indeed in
two of.~these cases the absolute ’"’~"’ "       ¯
.... lnc,rease in imports
exceeded that ofGNP, and in a’ third was almost equal...
¯
’
--’~ "~ ¯ "        ". I     - :     ~..
In a fifth year imports increase~’~y’~almo:st 1(7~:., whils,~
GNP fell, and in one year a siigh% increase in GNP w:as’
accompanied by a small decrease i:n imports.    The :tather
diverse relative movements, and the break in continuity
caused by the Special"£egies
, 
makes ahy precise
(mathematical) relationship whic"h lay’be calculated,’ .between
movements of imports and movemefltS of GNP~ of rather
limited value when based on past’~gPegate movements. (9")
12. Bven if this were not so, however, Irel-a.nd.’S
possible entry into the B.B.C. would almost certainly
mean a change (rise) in the proportion of imppr..t.ls. ~0..i..:.,..}..~..i
GNP ~,.o.therwise high tariffs and quotas would be
¯ ,.,, :, i~ -. 1, .
.j ’~;. :1 :" . -. ~
. ,. J.
unnepessary.. Attempting to:’es~i~m~ate fhre:-ieVel of imports
if Ireland (a) enters the;E:. ’ :’: ~ : " 1B.C. and (::b)~: a~h’/.ev~e.s: a le,v.el
Of, income .of ~77Om. in 1965, is more than simply a matter
of.trying to estimate ho’w’ ’irfsh ~5’osi~n’ess:eS face up to open
Buropean competition in ’the£"r Own m&rket.    NpproX~mat, ely
~0~ of Ireland’s imports consist ofmater~a~S for :further
production, much of which is processed by exporting firms.
Irish expo’r~l-ag- ffrms wi-11’¥’-.h~ave:.:--%.~2.:Lf.ace keener’~competition
in the formerly preferential British market,whilst the
futu.~e of foreign-owned :.firms, induced here by financial
considerations and by. ~preferential entry into Britain, is
ga:- ’eve~/:’ less certain:..--. As a inst this; Iri’sh firms will gain
( 1 ) ’Special "Le:Vies h4e:re mafn-tained .af’,~,er th.~,:.:e/9.C ye.ar;s,
but ..qdotas were proba’bly ease.d.~., and,.t:h:eC "shock" effec.t.s
of ~-he.Leviesk~’ad pr.obably worn off by 1958.             ’
.... ~ ....
~’ <:"" "’ " ~ o~Wt:h.’model ;dr the-"I~ish(2) .In an unp, u blished.    ..   . paper .,~i~:.., gr
Beon~m~" Dr R, C..-Ge~ry has ~xamine:d°mdvement~s..in aggregate
impo t and.gr wth m ’.GNP for°9O di.~f..o.’_.r.nt countriesi i
showing a clOse" stati@tical relati.~.~ship between the two
"    . .%_ ..... .L
aggregates in-rall cases. .".L:: <’~,.. ...’
, j !
’ :’" ~: ~ : :;’
~
" ’ ’Q’; ~ ;’i"" " ! C,},:,’
.... ~: 11 -
’ "i
greater access tO,, ~he pres~n~ ~E.~"."C. cbuntries, and will
,; improve thei~ :relative, competitive, pOSition vis-h-vis
.C.ommonwe.alth,~co~ntri’es and oth:e:r~!doun’tries outside this
.C.ustoms, Un’ion... ’ .The .level an~d".;p’attern of ’impor:ts of
mate.rials for: further prod:uct~:i0n~’ t.herefore, ’~ay undergo
co nsi, de~abl-e change between 1’960 and i"965.
¯ ., ... On t.he...other"hand’ iMpOr:ts’ of finished goods
.and imp,.o.rts of:capitalg0ods’are dependent upon.quite’
. different factors.. . Any,"6onsistency in i’mports of finished
goods is likely to ~be related to GNP or disposableinlome,
:.i
whilst.-imports.~of!c:apital:goods are clearly related t0the
¯ ,level :Of investmen~.~iin industry. " For these’ reasons four
separate calculatio.n’s’-.h!a.ve been ma’de with respec’t to
imports i.e.
(i)    imports ’of materials for further p.~odu:oti, on’~-. ~~’>
..... . j. :, ,, ... .~ ; ,.. : . ., ¯
(ii) imports of finished goods: .... ~:,~. ~,’,.’"::.; ,. ;.":
(iii) imports of capital .goods,.:.,., ~ :
¯ (iv) other imports - tourist ex,p:endi,t,~re, ou~flo~w,
" of " pr0fits~ etc. .........’ .......
~
..~
¯                              , !., i,.     " ~ ~ ! ": "              ’:
13. ’(i) ’ Imports of materials and semi-finished go~ds.
Using an inpu%~’outp’dt"model,"this ¯figur.e wouldemerge
, " ¯ .: ~ ?{~ 4.! ,:’L ~..
as a-"result"0f’~calc~lating levels of output for the
d~"ff~er,ent sectors of the’economy; at the moment~
hOweve"r, this method is not available, since the pattern:,
¯ : ,. ~.,~ .’3¯ " ~ ¯                           ’" "
’.O’f fihal demands is not:yet known. For the present~
¯ ’ :dtheref~re, we can only estimate roughly the level of
such imports to produce the given aggregate level of
¯ ,;. - . , , , "..[ ’ ’ ,; "
....
output, and ~hen modify"the figure when We come tO ~m~.ke ..,
the input:out’put calcuiationsfor individual producing
sectors.      " ::                                    ’"
Table 3 - Imports of.. raw. mate,r, ials,:195:3-61
.,,[ , ,.     , ,    - ,.    .
(i), :, .....
: Whole-
;. Current~}~ ’Shle ~
Year Values, .price
Index
1953 111.1 I00
1954 111.6 98.4
1955 128..7 i00.0:,
’ 1956    iii.7 106.3
1957 114.0 112.4
vnlue
at.°-1953
prices
111.1
~128.7,’,
:i04.6
i01,4    ,
1958 19.2.0 109.0 111.9
1’9’59 .... 134.1 107.5 ’ 124.7
1960, 145 1 : :108 2 134 1
1961¯ 162.9 ....!08.1 15 O. ,7, .....
Sources :
, .... (4) .... (5)
I,m.po~.rt Vol... Index. of,
¯ ~ndex    Production
(base~,1953= transport-
i00) able goods
i00 100
; < :     ¯ 2’
" 102.i
.1±5.8
94..I
91.3-;
99.9
.... 120;7
135.6
103.3
1()7.5
’ i05.3
~ 104 ~5 ’
1,Q6.5
117.,3, ..~
19~1.9
136 . 8~
I.ris.h T.rade Journal Jua:e,,..196:0,: Sept". ’i96i,"":
-March 196~. Nationa~ Income and Expe<~di..ture,.1960.
Provisional
....... : +i2"--
The last, tw,q:;.olumns of+ TableZ. ,. p~e,F.mit ~,++r_~ _
:com’p~Pisdn 0f moyements,~.;-±!n .~h~:.volume’+ of produtctiQn,.~!i:n: the
tranis;pbPtable good..s,:indu.st.ries and the. volume of impo.Pts of
raw~materlais,    No~..+~@Pprisingly, .they move in the..same.
diretti0fl.r:":"’~’What is ~.of some-interest".is the+ fact that
. ., .-: .. ¯ , : .
.+ t%y:, " . . - + "
c’h.N-ng~s in t~e vo!.ume .p.f.producti:on are accompanied by
o.
greater than proportionate changes in imports suggesting
that the expanding indu.str~eg a:r:e th:osewhose prodn~cts
’ ’:                                 : :+: ? ~     thou~h..:nothave~a high.-import-.content, This, agaxn,__ ~_          an
astonishing hypothesis., has:;.obvioUs"implications (.if true)
- . ¯ . .
¯ ..-’fOr future expansion: impo:rts of raw materials are
¯ likely ;to r~se more than, proportiona~ely:zo_ O~pr,++~]in th~,i -
:.; , .*. ,
event:of a. 3% per..ann.um growth-.    Th~S is .one of the facts
whi~’ shouid eme.rge:f.,rom-.an input2output projection.. ,:: ....... 7’
In the knowledge that imp0r~s.,.of goods f~"r
further producti.onr-and r:aw materials w:il.l.~rise pari:passu~
with manufacturing output, can we make any so.rt .o’f precise
estimate of the level of these impor.ts...in
’ 
~19.65:i. on.~.t.he
basis Of OUP .3+~.m++as.B~mp+~i~i~"9’ There ,are sev:+era1 factors to
be borne in mind here, of a negative nature with respect
I
.. + . ..... a±~:nougnto the problem The most, obvious one is t’hat,
. .     ;" ~ ,.. .. ¯    :,       ~ ~ ~..:’.
m .I~N: overall:ihcrease in GNP has ~been’ pOS~U1"~edi we .do
-.. :. : ~ .. ~ .    . ,,+-                                                 .,. ,: ~
not (yet:).,know+itS likely distr:ibution as’"gd~We~en the ,,! ..
different ma:j0P~ca%e’gories of GNP i e.,: agricu~tdre, industry
,
. " ~    + ~ ..... : . & ~      + . : L & +    &:        } .             ’1    "
services etC..-::,:+’Th~is:problem exists.,be.cau:se~:expOr:ts, whic.h :1.
form .~-l.arge"prbp’o~tidn of output, aPe.,not:an e~"t’imate bu.t a
residual.~t:em,"~dreating the difficul.t:y, ....d.i+sd:us~s:edin’8 above..
’. =
. ! ; "~+ +~++ "
,
. : " " L .C :[ . ,: : {~:
,.!. ~.+ - .: ;. ,
Bve’n.-’if a guess were made .as .1;~)i.the relative
~i
movements: rofO~he:: major sectors,.,this would¯ still be
.¯ :?,’’+.’/ +...~ , , ,: ..     .: ,,
¯
. + : /" ,
’insufficiefi~.,’    Fob example., it might be estimated that the
growth of output in the transportable good~ .industr~es would
be about++2(Y/+; ::.b.u,t,~s:inc:e+ ’the import requirements: of..each
sectOr.within thetransportable goods indns:try is different,
and there Will be..+diff~:r’e’nces in relative growths of output
pbetween~t¯hem," the exact level of i m Orts remains unknown.
, ! .;,’ . ,.
-," r : :.. "
: ...:.. ¯ ~ . ~. ;. ~ .:
To" drive a +final nail in.to the c0f’fih of
statistlcal~ -ncc’uracy, the :relation.. between Imports and::-~:
manufacturing output has.--:t)een~ and, probably:will .be, ....
influenced b.y:,:,tariff levels and quotas.    F0~":~iflstancd, a
rise in the~:~P.icle index "number which..,.i+nclude:s’"customs-’dut,y,
!’L ’ " ,)-+."++ . - . .
is noticeable’-i’n 1956-517"- -:: the rise..is’ much im’o.~e: marke+d;.i:n
the base of ~f~hished con,~-.ume"r-goods" (Tibles 3 .and:.~.4::),.,(,
The Special ImPort Lev.ies+:..:~a+ w@ll as quot.as::,:w~hich .’ddT’not
reveal ..t.hemse~e.s: ,.in, .’~{he’" ~¯a-~£=e¯s ~,[. icil)).ar,ly- affected the
(
¯ [ ,._
volume: of .imports.    This makes it difficult ..... "
any precise mathematical relationship between outp~tand’’’~::
imports, and it ,is difficult, to say what the qu’ant~"ta~ve
effects :of a. lowering 0,f tariff.s and elimination:0:’f quotas
will have in the future ....
,, Despite ¯these obstacles, it is nevertheless " ":
’:’ ’~ " ~ ....: ’
...., " ’~ .].,.r ,I’:
necessary to make a previsional guess.as to the level of~’:I
?¯                                         : . .     ,
these imports in. 1965..    For.. unless.this isdone, we canriot
" ’                                    - , : -’I .; :
arrive at the important aggregate, namely ,,required level of
exports" which is ¯to form the target figure for expansion
of GNP.    Furthermore if "required exports’’ could be
distributed amongst .the different sectors according to the
most likely, trends
, 
then a. pattern of ¯"final demands" can be
constructed: from this, a possibly more plausible f/g’ure for
imports can be calculated. .¯~ Thus by a process of reiteration
i.,’. , :~.                    .
we,could theoretically arrive at a reasonably accurate estimate.
/
15.... : Between 1953 and 1960 the volume increase in
indus.trial (transportable) 0utpu~..!21.9~) was 2~} times
r greater, than the increase in GNP in real terms "(8,6%),
Agriculture, much more erratic in perf’o.rmance, made nOtable
; " ’ .z ¯ ,
cont.ributions only in 1957, 1959 and "1960; in overall terms,
.. ,      .
. , ", , .:.. ¯
¯ ";.. " "                      ".:    i’X;.:’. ’"
this sector has ~ust. ¯kept .pace with..the rise in GNP.
Although the future is not unhopeful, it is un’li hh~
agriculture could be looked to as the driving force behin:d
the postulated 16~A. increase in GNP in 1965.     (I’n reali’t~y’,
of coursej~ i.t .may. be that agriculture will determine the
"~’~" ¯    ,.    ,        ’"i’ i " :,,.     }.. ~.. ~; ~.~ ~:..;.,~!.,..,...
act ual r at e Of "gro.wt,h):o ~- t,hei i"r iish ,econ0~~)i ...... : As s uming
, " .... v .................
a small but steady growthl i!n[ag~,:ic.uli~u~e, therefore,
industrial expansion will have to be in the region of 35-40%
betw.ee~n 1960 and 1965. What" does this imply for imports?
¯ .,.
In thd-years of "recoveryii’, 1957-58, 58259~’ 59-60, imports
of raw.materials rote twice as fast as the overall level of
output .in transportable goods industries,.    Though a period
of 3 years may be insufficient to smo0the out the e.ffects
of stock-piling~ it would not seem unreasonable to assume
that an increase of ~5.-40% in output would be accompanied
by a rise of 70-80% in. raw material impQrts.    Although the
change’in the index for imports and outp.ut is r0ugh!y.the
same between 1953 and 1960, we have postulated that the
expanding industries are those with a high import content.
’" ’:~)suStainedI ~ncre:ase in the ~output eli these in.dustries,
t’herefore,. :w;ould ’almost. certainly pueh the volume index .for
impt~t, ts much. hi’gher than t.hat for transporta.ble goods.    ,
";Out’pul; as a Whole,.: ;’ ’... ¯
’ " ’ "" ’ ." !.:’. i , ’: i.[)    ", ". ; ,:
, ?...
.:.    ... .., .- 15 -, i    ,    ,.
likel~, to be downwards~ ’4% Wou’idseem’ " ".thht this should be
the minimum estimate for :changes in the. level: o£’ imports, in
:’~ ..",C :¯ ",    i           ,
1965..~    It will be, ob’served that’ a change of almost ~20m. in
consumption expenditure b’etw’een:i954 /and’ 1955: was acc’ompanied
by a c~ha.nge of almost £5:m.: in. imports, a MPMof app"roximately
I/4.    It may be that this: is ’a,mor’e:iikely~"c~oeffficient.
.; t /
(Admittedly, in 1953 54.,, i’mpo~ts felfCiw.h;i~l’s’t consumption.
il ....’ ’ ’ ~": ¯ex~en~ure-~+ rose, . ,.
. .
. ,
if we use the minimum coefficient."of 0.20, t.he,
I ¯
estimated rise in consumption expenditure of ~152m. will
include ~3Om. of imported con.sumpti0n~ goods, raising the
total level of such imports from ~40.~m;. in 1960 to,"about.
£.7Om. in 1965. A change in tariff levels would in all
, 5    ,         ¯ ,.    ¯ , ,. .,         , .      ,
likelihood increase the,’Npgl£rhowever~i~fidresu1t in.~a
: :.,
.) . .: : ;..
. ; ¯ :’ ~ - ~
. .
~!eve! 9f imports several millions in excess.of .£7Om. .... .",;.::!
’..i...~-.~ :1,. .!
,.
¯
. .
,, ;. ! .,./ .,-: ,:{ ,
;" "         -               " :i ,:                   "               .
18,          (iii) Imports of’.capit-ai goods’. ~ ~’As"ih the! Case
of finished goods, there, has ~been;a fair]y’ hohsistent :..;,~
though, impr, ecise relationship between imports of capital
goods and gross capital: f’O’rmatioln ove~~’;tl{e’ Oa"st" few: yea.~sl.;
’ /"    [ :i     , .’!
the ratio .of ilmports to total in’~erstment"h:a;S"Va~.£~d ’. ....!:,i.:,
.... ". i - ;:~
~. ;’ ¯ ~ "1 ! r~ ’between.. 0.’6 and, O..7. (Table 5:)..    MoreoVer~"!~he S’pecia’i ’
¯ ,, ..              -.... .
. .j     ’t
Levies .Of ,1956 had little or no effecr up6~n the pric!e, o.f.
imported .capital goods.         ’ .... !’:"’ : : " .;
Table 5 - Imports’,of, Capital’ Go od~ and .par.t
:~.’,’ .;,:-’ : "        Of GROSS Fixed Capital Formation~
¯
¯ ....
..!,.: ! ’ . ,
,. , :...(1) " :" : (3) ::.
.,. Imports at     .(i953, pri~es)        Import
]{ear 1953 p:~ices Capital f0rmatiOn~ .Price index
19.53
...... . .i954
.... 1955,
1956
i957
195:8,
19.59.
19.60 ,.
i
20.9
19.3
19.1
¯ 21,6
17.7.
19.9
21.0
20.8
0 . ,,
,(t
30. 3
¯ IOO, 0
33.7 1OO. 9
¯ ’ ’ "" io5.o
3b.8
27.5’
32.1~
32.5
3 .o
109.6 "’ i ! :,
113 . 8 i’
1i4.9
li5.5,
116.3 "i
. . .    ., . ....
¯ ’    ~* ’ The "gross" figures ,for capital formatiOn include
:. :, only capital formation in the form off ’tr’a:n’sp-6:~t ¯ "
equipment; agricul’tur~ai machinery and..ot.her.machinery
, ~oads,.dwelli.ng~s and 0.thor. construction have been
..... excluded~as .such capital is n6tl.diredt’iy imp.or.ted..
. : .;.., . ,    . . ., .!...,;:, ;.:[ .~,.,1:1 .    ..    :
-k¯.
- 16 -
~,., ~, ,:~.
/r~ ~ ¯ "~-~’; ~? ;_$:~i;~.i~’~: -:       ’ ~7’~L-¯’":: "~ ?    " ~: ’~" ";’ /" "J ’"~:
If no great change were to be expected in .the
¯ ,.i. rate~:..,~f¯ such lnves.tment,, therefore ~..: ,we could estimate the
"~’~ "ieve~l Of. impo~,ted"cla’ ital oods.in 1965 on .the as:sumption
,i.:,..,,.-: ::"t’h~’t "~:he rat~o: of:~imports to total investmen.t ( as defined
¯ ,,,.i .. ~ab~ve.)!~:wouid remain~, at+ about.’ 0.55. .The calculation,’ of.
s~h invest-men~ in 1965, h:Owever, poses difficulties.
’"’: m~tio~nedin the"introductory pa-rt of this paper, :in     " "
addition to certain practical difficulties similar.-to
those raised by the estimation of raw material impor-ts.
That :i8,"the~"capital requirements, and present capacities,
..... - . .
.::! ! , . ., ¯
.
of each~.industry di.~fer, "so -that the.. level of ..investmen:t
required:tO ificrease~.output to. 1965.1evels depends upon:
the share of"each:industry in this-iex.panded’ output -
" [ " i .... ,.- .-. - .....
reiative shares"which we do not yet know. .. ,:
Even if .this obstacle could: be surmounted,:
however~ the more fundamental one of how to ."es,timate"    ,
. . ,,’. - ’~l : - " ~ " [ ~ " ""
:~the’ l’evel of gross investment in 1965 remains. Estimation
of the level of capital imports, ,therefore, must wait
--
... :,.... ( . . -, L - ".’."" " "
until"this problem has been tackled. ~.
19. (iv) "Other" imports, mainly, tourist expenditure
abroad and outflow of dividends .and p rofits~-, kave~ been .... -. :.
¯
. i .t .
arbitrarily calculated by stnaight-line extrapolation :0,$:-~
the 1953-60 figures.     In total they amount tO..~41m. "
Both the main categories of-this to~a~.,haYe~ihcrle~a~6d at.
........ ’~’ -", ....
-....UE’...’~,:L,~L.!--:r;".-i:.}~:. " .... v:.~ .......
: ..........." " ~3.~,-lm-.~.in 1960 ina steady rate s-ince-7:i:’95~i,:-am6un~ing.!~ito. .....v-, ...., .
a total of ~37.4m. for-"ot.her" imports. .The. minor.items
i !: ’;
¢~-S.Sm. in(i960) have als0’sh0wn" a ¯slow but. steady increase
since 195"3; :.~!l.;.~us : fie. ’£’.46m. is:c;ompoaed .~f. £2.2m. f,e.r, out-
... ¯ ~-~
..
--
,
flow of profits and dividends :(£18.9 m. in 196O); .~!8m.
for tour4s’t 4xpenditure-(~i’5,~m. ), and ~4m. for the remain-
der (£~. ~M.") ..... ~
¯ .t
... _[ ~" .:’2 ,’:. ;."
20, "Gro’ss capital fo’rmation. In considering;-gross
,: . "/ . ";; .u
capital .fo~mation, and lat.ler exports, we come to the two
crucial aggregates in the~:’projection, as far as the
achievement¯ of the postula%ed level of income is concerned.
¯ .’! .~, ~.
For investment and experts are not, like consumptionS,-..
functions;:~of the~.,level o.f:GNI>, i.e-."determine’d:..’by".0.Np.,. ’~but
determifi~fl’tS" of !it’s level;-:. . iven,t-he..!evel ~..GNP:~ ~-the
MPC, i:mports~-:’and-Government expendi~t:ure,~-~her . is¯.        q e
levoi 0~ ~’:~6 agi"~egate"(investmen’~ plus "exports ) required
to achieve this level o.f income..    Thus a-plan designed to
achieve a level of GNP of ~77Om. in 1965 hinges upon cert-
ain targets set for these two independent variables.
.~ .:      In. this .exercise we have started off with a
postulated figure for GNP¢ and havederi’ved from it
consumption and Government expenditure.     Imports have
been. :only. partially calcuiated, ’however,            since imports Of
capital goods are dependen~ upo~ £he:’ievel of gross invest-
ment, which is one of the independent varia’bles.~ For this
reason, if no other, itwould be necessary to estimate (or
Of ~he residual figure (invest-guess at) the composition
ment plus expor,ts.), as between its two components, but
there are two other¯ obvious reasons¯    Although the
generation of. income might be equally effected by me~/nls
of :investment expenditure or exPorts, there are two , ;
.... c.onstnaints which must affect the composition Of t:he d~einand
e~ua+~onsu~.~ ¯. ¯ ,
;’:                         .. . . ,:. i    :,,:’
9-i. ! .      The f_ir, st is that whilst invest’ment is a     ,’
constituent of demand, it is also a constituent of’ suppiy¯
IThus a certain minimum level of investmenti is necessary in
order to supply the postulated increase ’in outpdt~I’:
.22.: The. second constraint, is that of the bilan~e"0f
~.:.,payments. It may. not be desired, oreven possibie, ’t-’~"~
on current exte’"rnalaccount,: b~t the:re.main.t;ain a balance
are clearly limits to any deficit: set
¯ :.. : ...;. . . , by p_oii:tical
.c, onsiderations., e.g. the availability o~ exter:~al assets
andi ..bet.rowing powers..¯    However, since this r concerns
’ " ’    ’"’~ " ’ ’"". ":", ’!~,    ’"t",, " " ",
itself only with the "implications’" of adh:i:eving’~’ p~artic-
ular level of GNP, and not Wiit.~ the question of whether it
is possibl.e or not, no attempt, is made to forecast exports.
... . ... . * ,.t’ ’ ; ’/ .!.., ,.
. f . .
I f we c alcuiat6:.:.inv e s:~m~t, ;yor, p O:S*: ul.at e,. ’-:i.t:,,’.:..!.~c£p ort s must
........... /: ..... ¯ ~ . , . .
be a particular level to sustain the postulated level of
( ¯
, GNP i.e. to balance both sides ofthe identity equations
-x.~,, . : .:.
(I) [page 3jL. .    If !the projection is tO"come...:t.r.~e, .then
policy measures must be directed towards achxeVing the
.. "calculated" figure of investment and the "residual"
, figure of exports; of the two, ~he latter figure is more:,:::
¯ . , ,. . : , -. j.
, important, because of the balance of payments. ’ " ~ :
:..    ¯ .
¯ ’ i
23.          Investment, then, is not-an estimate i~-"t’he
same way as was consumption, Government expendit’u’re artd
’iimpo.~t s ’ level¯     It is a c!alcu:l~tion of the minimum of
’ ’~ ""                    ’    ;    i" :,      . ":~         :
investment required to supply the postulatedincrease of
16~in output’i I:n-~,add:itio.n.. it..is..necessarybecause it
" en:ables an eStimar, e;t:o, be ma,~e ..of imports ofcapital
goods, a~d ifprovides ,a ~.esi, dual~figure ,forthe level of
¯ ’ ,. v., ~    "," ’ ’ i .~5~...~ .-.
exports~reqdired:,to sustain,the pos, tulatedlevel of GNP.
"’~ ’ : : ~. """ I’: " .~:[ ~ ’ ’}., .
,; ".- ,’ : ~
..! !~,...~, ~ ~ .- ... .~ :.    ,.::;
~ ~, ¯ : ¯ _
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2or purposes or "alcUla~i’0n, it .iisl..~on:venien~
’1 ~"    ’"     " ’ ..... ’ "~ 
~ 
" :
¯ ’ . -. ¯ ¯
tO regard s’eve’r’a:i’ "dr4’!S’~in:~’:t :"’cat:egor:i=6S :of. in, vestment ;. ’
Government c’aptit~al :f o,rmat’ibn.;"oth~r’ buildin,:g arid’
r uc t i on, :’6a:p:i~ a’i"efo’rma tibn’ : ~’n’ ’ ’ind’us.~ ~y , .agricult u r.a.l
investment. . )investment9
24;        (i) Governme’nt;’capit~i ,fo~matio, n.. Table (6)
relates capital fOrmatxon by publ¢.c aflthorities to ;GNP,~..i.
for the~period:~lg~6-6O~ :at ’6onst’ifit-(195~) prices . ~ ,The
price index uSed’~as derived fr0m~Tables A.’IO and.A:..11.,’of.:J
the’ "N;atiohal    ’ Income" and .~xi~"penditure:: bo0k 1960,. relating.,to
expenditure Upon; dWellings;-,ro’&ds-hnd’;b£h~r con-9’t.ructi~on’,
approximately 40~. of whlch::is" p’.ublic"’a,uth6rit.ies’expenditure¯
As a percentage .of GNP, public authorities capital : . .~,
expenditure shows a remarkable consistency for the period
- ,... , L, . ..
.
.
1957-60¯ Previ6us"t~~ thi~,",i.,e’¯ fr:bm 1953-56, the fig.ure
’of ~.’i~ was a more repres’e’nt’ht:ige~ ~s~;imate~ of the    ’ ,,
.proportion of Gov’erhmentca~pital:/expen’dit~ure(iin~ GNP. T, he
fall fro’m 1957onwards": ’ ’ Was:: an     -i~po~tant,t,resu’ittof the
adop$ion of the first Programme for Economic Expansion~ in
wlhic’h"a reduct ion in’’:s~o~cialTe:d¯ ".,,.~0n-product ive: ~invest me.n~i’
was a ma3or policy al:m. ~’ St’nee’ it’ was. indic~te’d [;.liO~ p.,.ag,e
] that Gdvernm’ent expen~d"~tu’r~:~a’s~ t:o remai~n.~~a :cQns’t~ant,~
proportion of GNP iK the :year~S~ a~ead,’ the f:igure ~o:f ~2.9~o/.~
has been us’ed ’~o c:alc’.u:late Gdvernmen~-cap:ital 4x, Fe.ndi~t,ur.e;:
-in 19’65’. Th’is-gfveS"~i f±~u’r"ei~O’f- ~99.~m. a.t 1960 :prices.,
: .’ ~.:~.: :. ; .~! .~T..abl.e.. 6.~..,i.: ’ .......-’ , (: .~ ....
m
"’ :@~" ’ #’ P~i’i~ iC ’ho " : !ut ~itEeS~ Ca F0rma~~on .as a, ,~
;::’.,,:;..,- ..... . ’Proport,ion of GNp1956-..6.0¯ .
.! . ,..., , . . . .~...- _.,.~ ~ .... .~ ! ,.:,
,.,°( 1):. (9) .. {3 )
Pric9 index Govt. capitai Govt. capit.a.l As a 7... of GNP
(195~ =t I00 formation .... ~ ’~ ..... formation .,
..... : ....at marks-t-prices; :rat !95.~.,p:r.i.;es at 195~ prices
113.7     ’ ~ ":-’;’16¯9;: ’ .L~’,: ,:~’ 14.,;9.     : .~ ........ ~/..9
110.9 17.5 15.8 2.9
111.9 " 18 .3 ,, :". ’1:6 i 4 .... 2 .’9
. ..... :: ’ ~L.: "’ " ,. ,-, ;.i. - ’"’:’.
_
r’.-_ "-.- ’ -.
~.                ,-,..~
"’:
Source : ,. Nat.f0nal.."-I.c.ome &~:,_~xpendi, t uriQ,,196.0... ,.., ,..Tables,., i0,. ii & 14.
.... "’" ""       " ’ ~ .... ’~ " "i [-; .. :,~’Y: ", ",, . ".":~".. ~ ..,~ .f.;....",,
2:5     " -. (i,i)"’Othe,~. b~ilding and construction, The
nature ::df~,Gov:ernmen.t ~,apital.expenditure is such that, ~n¯ . . . . ~: .!~’~ -
, , ~
calcul.ati.n:B;-’i..t.~ level :in 1965, no...att~ntion need be paid.
¯
- - ... . ,’’-" " j r
.’ [:.,
.
.
" "
¯ o the ,,dap’a~it,~ o.~n.st-.raint" men~.io.ned.~in 21 above¯ For
although such expenditure is a constituent of final demand,
J.
’,", ,’i ’:" ....
~ " "’" " ’" ’~ ’ ’ "" ’ ,i" C’ ~ " .
"; !the:re is noand important as regards generation of, inco’me~
close direct link between the level of such expenditure and
the supply of goods and service~ for consumpt.ion.    Thus. !if
Government direct expen,~,!.t, ure is.to play a pas, sive role, it
does not seem.unreasonabie to regard it as dependent upon
the level of GNP. , .-~.
This lack of relationship between "capacity" and
total output of goods and services also par~ially hold.s f.or
"other building and construction,,.    For example, there is
. % ¯
no ,obvious ,link between the construction of private dwellings
and the ability to expand totai output of manufacturing. "
industry. "The link between o,utput and office and factory
construction expenditure is more logical, though the ext~remely
diverse::hat~-ure .of such. expen.dit, ure makes it difficult to
connect it with any particular,.aggrega’te’si and one may also
take the view that s.UCh ~"~xpe~ndithr~e~.is i, nflue:nced by the.,.
level of" pas~--,profi.ts ’..r.a.ther than by,, precise calculations
..’.
as to future capacity~ needs.    ~,~hilst this maynot be’ true
for new factories and extensions, i%;~i~""’noti.easM~ to.li.n.k
the future output of goods and services with required
capacity for ’insuran’ce 6f:fice6-"~. s~op.~.!, gar.age@;,, dwellings
and churchjS .... ~ ’~"~[" .... :. ": .;,i’ ;:~’;,[.:~- .. ,;.:
: ......... % :.,;
....... F6r %;hes:~ re&s6ns re~o~:r~t:ha’s ........ b~e,n~taken. .-;~,. ,. :in gue,,     ss-
work    :.The: ari,~,hmetic~mean of "other building and
construction" as a Percentage of GNP has been 5.~ over
~he’ period i953-60.’ This represen,t~s.~ i:.n,,J955~ ~39.2m.,
¯ ,.. -,! ~ ’-’.
and ~,his figur.e has b.een ada. pted for the projection., It
may perhaps be unnecessary to emphasize tlhat, Whilstthe
other estimates given have "some degree, lof theoFe,.ticai or
othe-r~ justification, this has none whatsoever.     If a
figure shows considerable .stability in relation:to some
other aggregate over a period~ t,hen its projection might
be regarded with .-some.confidenc:e, but as Table 7 shows,
there, is’no particular stability in the aggregaze~~under
consideration.
’ ’’’        ’.i
¯ . . . .’ .; .’: ’, . ~...
: .i ’ ; ’.’,
¯!
,- ,
:" ,.’~’;, ~ ’ ~7~ ’
’.~C~; " ,~.~ .. " :o
¯ L
..< , .¯., ;
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Table 7.
"Other building"     Index of Index
as a % of GNP . building of GNP
: " Xvo.lumeat:, ...
..... .il ......i :~..’:~::~ v:t953 prices)
-.
.,.,:
1953
,1., .’;E : I .--. ; ¯,
4. 9 i00.0
1954 5.5: i13.5
1955 6.1 126, 5
iO0, 0
i01.3 !
I03, 1
Index of
manufacturing
output i:~
lOO..O    ,
i03~ 3!
i07.5 ’
1956 ~ : 5.8
1957 ..... : 4. 9
1958 , ....4.2
1959
1960
!,
i18.8    101.5
101.5 : 102.8
¯ "83.1 98. 9
105, 3
104.5
106,5
-.i17.3 : ’4. 3           .90. 4:    103.4
4.5 98.5"    108.4 t21.9
Although~ not surprisingly, all three index numbbrs
¯
. ,%,
. , . .
! "    .: ’7
tend to move in the Same direction~, there, appears to be ~no "
, .% . .. ¯
.i ..          } "...~ v
meaningful ,(sta:ble) re~ation~ between,, year-to year changes in
’: " :," i .... " : .:
. the building index and either i oft;the two other indexes.
..
:: j . : ., - . .,. ,: : ¯
..,.>.i . . . ¯ :., .. t -
" "
~ ~,. , . .,- -. ,
,96., : ,’,(Lii:) Stock investment. Change in the. level of
-
. ,{ -
stocks~ being of little significance in relation to GNP, need
u:.no% d~tainius:"Idhgi In a..pettodi’of:s%eadY ex,pa.nsioni noticeable
_%:    :: :: I j i. .’~    ~’;i~::~’ " ......
fluctuations in Stock levels are, unlikeiy~tO occur;: as %olai
":,. --~, ". .:
. . , .-
~ : ." .
manu fgcturing output inCrease.s9we shoutd expect a similar
, "~ . ~. .. : ’-’ ..~. - _.
increase in stocks h eld~.:,,.,~ithis:, has,.been true of
non-agricultural
s~ocks over the period :1,953-60, takihg account of a: certain ~
time-lag. For example, ’although manUfacturing output rose in
!958, after falling in 1956 a.nd i957~ stocks continued to fall
inthat year also and the build-up did :not r’e-ommence, until
1959.    In the case of agricultural livestock~ howe Ver~ exaC:tly
the reverse is true.    An increase or fall in sales of livestock
or livestock products has been accompanied by a fall or increase
respectively in stocks of livestock.    This has been either a
cause or effect of fluctuating livestock output over the period
- 21 -
reviewed, but it is only possible under conditions of
fluctuating output; if we postulate a steady year-to-
year, expansion of livestock output, then cleirly we
. ’. i .’ . ,:,"7 ¯ " ¯          "     " "
. ".."
cannot ¯also postulate a .continual .fall in stOCks of
animals, unless .such-stocks a.r~ very large in relation
to the postulated increase in sales.
. , [
It is¯ likely then that small b~t~positive
. ,. ,.;
’changes in both .agricultural and non-agricultural stocks
will occur between 1960 and 1965: on the basis Of past
movements,, the change,is-unlikely~ ,to exceed ~.o=4m.
27.      ., (iv) Agricultural. machinery.:,.
’ 
A postulated
expansion in agricultural net, output over ~a period, of
years clearly has .implications .for investment in
agricultural ,machin.er¥:.,.. if a relation could be established
between increases in. out}put and increases in investment,
then we ,could use this incremental capital-output ratio
to calculate the necessary level of investment in 1965~
assuming that we knew agricultural output -in that year
Unfortunately past. stat-istic,s do not, o~fer much guidance
in estimating’ .the agricu!tural capital-ou,tput ratio.~
¯ ’ " ; ~: :Tablle ~8 "
Agricultural Output ,and Investment 1953-60.     ,
- - Volume.in, dex of Investment at
Year
, ,; .., .
~ net agric, output 1951~ constant ,-
(ex:61, st:ocl( Changes) prices :.,., /,:;
1953
1954
1955
I I 9 "S ~ 6
I ’ "
.1957
1958
"1959
1960 ’ ’
’,..,1,
Provisional,.
4,4
5.5
4.4
I 2 .5
Z.6
~.6
3.5
3.0*
Sodrces : ’ National InCome & Expenditure 1961.
Irish Trade Journal, June 1961.
;. ] ;~
¯¯-
Output ~fluctua’ted considerably over the period,.and investci
ment displayed if anything’a steady de ciine.    ItiS    .. -!:,~...
diffi’cu:It in thes’e circumstances to calculate a capital-
output ratio of any real meaning.    Quite clearly machinery
was being worked at different levels of capacity throughout
- 22 -
the peri0d,~~ind it"i’s’not possible in these circumstances
to state the level!of investment necessary to raise ¯
agricuitural output by a ~petified amount. .... i.,..;
Apart from this, we return to the recurring
difficulty that, not halving estimated the-pattern of
exports in 1965, we do:not know the level Of agricultural
output in that year.    However,~ since an-.increase in
agricultural output depends primarilyupon increasing
food exports, it is hard to imagine that total output
between 1960 and 1965 c0uld~ be increased by an amount
much greater than that between 1953 and 1960 i.e.-i0..4%
unless unexpectedly good export, markets present themselves
and: farmers react to this in a w’ay simil-arto that-of
in’dustrial exporters.     At any r’ite~ it Wou~ld~seem over-.
opti’mistic~ to expect an increase of over 3%~ per ~annum
ave’rage increase, and a total increase by 1965 Of 15%.
Sin’ce past: increases in output have been accompanied by
a 16wet ]evel :of investment than that 0f.the .earlier. part
of the’ p’e"riod 1953’-60, :this increase could probably be
achieved without requiring a.noticeably higher level of
investment than in the past.     Bearing in mind the
murkiness ~0f the agricultural crystal :::ball, and the~.?.
mystery s:urrounding the capital-outpUt’.:ratio, ~5m. seems
a reasonably cautious estimate iof the maximum required
investment in agricultural machinery.
28. (v) Other machinery and equipment, including
transport equipment.     In the industrial sector of the
economy, we should be able to gauge with more accuracy
the increase in investment required to supply a specified
increase in aggregate output - though this involves an
implicit assumption as to the level of capacity at ¯which
existing and past capital stock has:been worked.     It
seems fairly clear, however, that capacity-use fluctuated
during this period; particularly in 1956 and 1957
industrialproduction levelled off, declined, and then
began to rise again.
.... ¯ .- ,: Table 9 compares changes in annual rates of
investment expenditure with changes in the volume of net
output :of all industries, for certain selected years.
1956
1958
1959
1960
-’..23 -
Indust’rial Investment and Industrial Output.
(1) .,(2.)
% increase in investment % increase in net output
expen’ditur’e (base = 195;3). of all industries (base = 1953).
1953 prices
9.3
10.0
12.0
19~. 7
11.3
17.7
30.1
40;0
These figures by themselves do not offer a
very precise measure of the r:elation betwe6n increases
in the level of invest:m:en:t e~xp’enditure and increases in
industrial net Output, but they do gave some idea of the
rough orders of magnitude i’nvolved~    In ’i956 a slowing-
down in the rate of increase of manufacturi~ng Output had
begun, So that in all probability there was surplus
capacity above the normal.    This was probably still the
case in 1958 and 1959, while the Upswing was under way.
In the following year, 1960, the continued rise in
demand and output required a stepping-up 0f the rate of
investment expenditure, so that this last year is
probably fairly representative of the relation between
industrial investment and industrial output.     If we
adapt these latter figures for the projection, then a
further rise of 35 - 40~ (p.13) in industrial output
i
will require an increase in investment expenditure of
approximately 207o over the 1960 level.    This means a
level of investment in 1965 of about £44m. (at 1960
prices ) .
29. The total of agricultural machinery, industrial
machinery and equipment, and transport equipment is there-
fore £49m.     If we assume a fairly constant relationship
between this aggregate and imports of capital goods
’ 
the
latter forming about 65% of the former, then imports of
capital goods amount to NSlm.
_ ",; [ :
30.          At this stage it may be useful to present a
table of the results 8o far Obtained~iin the form of
national income accounts, since it is now possible’to
enter a figure for ’,required exports!’.
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Tablet ¯10.
Expenditure on GNP in 19.65, at 1960 Prices.
. .,4    ,’ ¯ ~ ~-’; , :-’ ~; L - i .{
Net Gtovernment expenditure
.... o O"ss’ fixe:a capital formation
Changes in stocks
,,~equired level of exports"
Less imports ~f goods & servxces
sao (498)
s# (’71)
Z.il ...
¯ (9)
~o (255)
-375 (-256)
The figures in parentheses refer to the 1960
categories of expenditure.
..... , It is impor.tant.~o note that the aggregate
"required level of exPprtS!! is that figure, which, given
the other aggregates, is necessary to sustain a level of
7income of ~7.0m. It need: not be such as to result in
an equilibrium in the balance .of payments; in fact
there is a deficit .Of £7m., which is the amount by which
domestic savings (postulated) falls short of the
postulated level ell investment expenditure.
31. Summary of the results
(1) It is required to Study ithe ,,implications" Of
" ’ " achieving a level.o# income of £~70m. in 1965.
(2) The fi’rst step is to break down this: ~770m;- - "
according to the likely levels of major cat-
egories df demand.                        "      "
These categories can be split into two groups:
.those, like consumption, which can be estimated,
since they are functions of GNP; and those,
like investment and exports, which are primarily
. .,.: .
exogenous variables.
- t"
,., .
¯
.’(~) The latter are the4 important aggregates, and
" it is towards them that Policy must be directed,
if the p0stulated’level 6f income is to be
achieved.
(5) Consumptidn and Government expenditure were
¯ . , .....
.       }. ~ ¯ ¯ , -
. ,. . ..
tbasis; ’ im#’ort s wereproj’ec’ted on"a simple ’+’+"~ .....
more difficult, expecially in v&eN of Irel:andts
possible association with the ~C.     And no
allowance was made for changes in the terms
of trade.    Savings were derived as a residual
from the estimates of consumption out of income
and Government expenditure.
(5)
(8)
Investment, being an exogenous variable, could
not be estimated as a function of GNP, but a
calculation was made as to the minimum level
of investment required to satisfy the "supply
equation".
The/difference between the sum of these
. ,..     . [
aggregates, imports being negative, and ~770m.
.gave the "residual )igure" i.e. the level of
exports required to achieve this level of
income.
The most significant change is in imports,
and necessarily in required exports.    Imports
rise from 39~ of GNP in 19@O to 4S~ of GNP in
1965 requiring a similar rlse in exports in
order to sustain the chosen rate of growth.
Whether this can be achieved or not is the
key factor around which the achievement of
the projection as a plan revolves.
(9) Clearly the estimates and calculations, in
particular those of investment and imports,
are subject to"considerable degrees of error.
For example, the calculation as to the
required levelof ’investment may be too low.
This in¯turn means that "required exports"
are too high, but it also means that internal
savings w0uld f 1 further short of invest-
ment and~ ’ ~ i . ’there would be a larger de£icit in
the balance of payments.    Or ’the estimate of
imports may be too high, which again means
that ,’required exports" are overstated.    The
main constituent of the rise in imports is
raw materials and goods for further processing,
... ~, . i .: .    .. :. ,i .... ;. , ...... ., ’. : ’.
and this was based upon an assumption of & big
, . : i’ : ! ’, : ~, . .    ~ -: ..... ] ." ~., ! : . ... " : " ., ~, ’. .. .,., "
rise in manufacturing output bE 1955.     It may
be that this rise is overstated, or that the
-.,, . : : ’~’,/ ’ ’.~ "’.’ ¯ ::’’ .     ’ , " ’ . ¯ .,’ ~’ . ¯ "i
pattern 0f outputs will change towards less
..... ¯ ’ ’ ¯ " ~ "    .. :- ; ~.,’.~ . ,", , , . . t    .( .. [...... . : - ,
imp0rt’-int ensive industries.
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(lO) Mevertheless, given ~the circumstances and the
assumption upon which this projection had to
~’~’~ ~ :be made, this general picture may be of some
use as a first approximation.    The inherent
difficulty in using input-output projection
for this particular exercise has already been
discussed; it would seem to the writer that,
given the vital importance of foreign trade
in the Irish economy, a p r61jection made for
planning purposes should start off from rather
different premises.
If the projection used a forecast of the
likely or even possible level of exports in
1965 as the basis~ instead of a given rate of
growth, then the projection would seem not
only more realistic but in addition more
accurate, since final demands could be broken
down into sectors: by input-output methods,
sectoral outputs, a iarge bulk of imports,
capital requirements and employment could be
(theoretically) calculated with greater
precision.    The rate of growth u~ed would be
selected as a result of these initial studies,
instead of being arbitrarily chosen without
:.. ,.
much regard to reality.
(ii) The projection suggested a deficit in the
balance of payments of the order of ~Tm. -
domestic savings were not quite sufficient to
finance the postulated level of investment.
For policy purposes it seems sensible to
regard consumption as a residual and therefore
this deficit could be reduced by reducing
disposable income, either by fiscal means or
by higher undistributed profits.    On the
other hand~ this deficit is so smali in
relation to reserves that it does not pose a
Gerious problem.    [ A small fall in the MFC
would eliminate the deficit altogether.]
(12) The next step should be a projection in input-
output f0rm of these aggregates~ as outlined
in in early part of the paper.     Before doing
...
this itwould be necessary to undertake "side-
..... studies,i in relation to some important ag-
-,27 -
greg~tes, which proved themselves difficult
of estimation in this introductory essay.
Viz.:
(1)
(5)
(6)
The import-content of Irish industries,
by sectors:
Capital requirements of industry, by
sectors:
A finer breakdown of building and
construction by sectors:
Price and income elasticities of demand
for exports:
Supply potential of export industries.
Competitive position of Irish industry
in relation to EEC countries and the
3
U.K.
These studies should enable a detailed and
reasonably accurate projection to be made, on
a sector by sector basis.
3 See "The Comparative position of Irish
manufacturing industry" by Dr~,T, Nevin.
(Unpublished)
